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“Size Matters” 

Client:   

A start-up NY hedge fund 
 

Problem:   

Performance issues attributable to insufficient AUM  
 

Solution:   

KA plays matchmaker to entice new investors; 

produces eye-popping growth, path to profitability  

Kiski Alpha Partners supports institutional investors and 

hedge fund managers with sophisticated quantitative 

analysis of alternative investment strategies.  Our team of 

experienced industry professionals advises institutional 

allocators in all aspects of portfolio management, risk 

management, and investor relations.    

Right Place, Wrong Time? 
 

When you’re the new kid in town, no one gives you the time of 

day, much less $10 million dollars to invest.  Our client, a start-

up hedge fund bringing a fresh perspective to event-driven 

investing, was struggling to attract investors – most 

institutional allocators require a three-year track record of 

attractive returns and at least $100M in assets under 

management (AUM) before investing.    
 

For those allocators who could invest, the event-driven sector 

was out of favor.  Merger and acquisition activity was down 

more than 20% in the previous year and investors simply 

wouldn’t listen to the firm’s strategy to exploit a smaller niche 

within the sector – corporate restructures.   
 

It was frustrating.  The firm’s investment approach was working 

– sizeable returns were being generated on each play.  

However, without the economies of scale provided by 

sufficient AUM, infrastructure costs were cannibalizing those   
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returns.  After two years, the firm still posted a net loss, 

which made their investor pitch an even harder sell. 

Before it was too late, Kiski Alpha was asked to advise. 

 

Time Waits for No Fund 
 

Given time, the firm may have eventually convinced 

investors to come on board.  Investing strategies come 

in and out of favor, and the larger event-driven sector 

would certainly rebound someday.   At the firm’s 

prevailing burn rate, however, time was the enemy. 
 

Kiski Alpha’s fundraising prowess is well known.  Our 

client list includes many of the most respected hedge 

funds, both in the US and abroad.  We have delivered 

billions of dollars in new investor funding for those 

clients.  While the shallow investor pool available to our 

start-up client was certainly a hurdle to overcome, we 

were confident sufficient funding could be secured; but 

first, we had to stop the bleeding. 

 

The Solution:  A Strategic Partner 
 

Our client’s problem wasn’t performance; it was size.  

They lacked the scale to finance the high administrative 

costs of managing the fund.  Our recommendation was 

to find a sizeable partner with the infrastructure in 

place that could absorb their administrative burden at 

very low costs. 
 

The strategy relied on solid fundamentals: 
 

 The client’s executive team and portfolio manager 

were well respected industry veterans. 

 The balance sheet did not tell the true story – the 

firm was successfully executing its investment 

strategy. 

 The fund’s founding investors were known as 

savvy prognosticators with a reputation for 

arriving early to the next up market. 
  
By leveraging the infrastructure of a strategic partner,  

our client could focus on executing its investment plan while KA 

managed the marketing function. 

 

Hit the Roadshow 
 

Few firms can match Kiski Alpha’s investor network.  Whereas 

our client had struggled to find an audience, we were able to 

orchestrate a roadshow that introduced the fund to more than 

200 investors.  More than 100 meetings were arranged, 

including face-to-face presentations, online webinars, and 

conference calls.  Attendees included family offices, fund of 

funds, institutional allocators, and large endowments. 

The Results 
 

After securing the strategic partner, in less than two years Kiski 

Alpha was able to propel our client over the magical $100m 

threshold that expanded the available investor pool.  Our efforst 

delivered $33 million in new investment the first year and $77 

million in the second.  A total of ten deals were closed with an 

average investment of approximately $10 million per deal.   
 

With its improved financial position, the client is now profitable 

and has been able to hire a CFO so that the partners can now 

concentrate on managing the portfolio.  Kiski Alpha continues to 

assist the firm by helping to develop institutional quality 

operations, risk management, analytics, and marketing 

capabilities.   
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